
Protecting the present. 
Powering the future.



GrECo Specialty 
Energy, Power & Mining Practice.

The international team of the Energy, Power & Mining Practice at GrECo Specialty provides insurance broking, risk management 
and claims consultancy services to large local, regional and international companies operating in the oil & gas, mining, power 
generation and renewable energy sectors.

Changing framework
Despite continuous improvements in risk management practices and operational safety the global power sector has suffered 
both, man-made and natural disasters such as machinery breakdown incidents, extreme weather impact but also new and 
unforeseen damages from a variety of sources.

Technology used by the industry is becoming evermore complex and highly interlinked; adverse weather have caused damages 
not only to the plants themselves but also to the equipment and premises of customers and suppliers.

Stable support
We help finance and transfer your risks. This is the main benefit we deliver to our clients. No more, no less. As (re)insurance 
brokers we unlock the local, regional, international and global insurance markets to accommodate for the appropriate cover-
age. Our technical expertise and analytical capabilities create additional value for energy companies. We constantly monitor 
developments in the insurance market and make clients aware of any future implications.

Renewable resources
A few decades back, only dreamers wanted to harness the power of nature to produce energy. We then entered in a new era 
where slowly but constantly, more of our energy is generated from the sun, the wind, the earth’s heat and the sea. Today, 
renewable energy has become an important and essential part of our daily energy mix. 

As insurance broker, we observe the climate change from a different viewpoint as the world is enduring consequences of 
extreme temperatures more frequently. We believe that renewable sources are essential pieces of the future energy puzzle. 
When you take out insurance for your renewable energy project, we enable you to assume risks which make your project 
bankable. Various insurance solutions are tailor made for your business to address the risks and challenges of your business. To 
power the future, we must protect the present.

Sincerely,

Zviadi Vardosanidze
Group Practice Leader Energy, Power & Mining



Industry Sectors.

Onshore and Offshore Wind Turbines Hydro Power Plants

Solar & Photovoltaics Geothermal

• Fixed foundation offshore wind turbines (shallow waters 
of up to 50-60m)

• Floating offshore wind turbines (depths over about 60-80m)
• Vertical axis offshore wind turbines (still largely prototype 

technology and no large scale demonstrations are available)
• Onshore wind turbines

.

• Run-of-river hydropower – provides a continuous supply 
of electricity (base load) with some flexibility for daily 
fluctuations;

• Storage hydropower – a large system that uses a dam to 
store water in a reservoir. Provides base load as well as the 
ability to meet demands of the system peak load;

• Pumped-storage hydropower – harnessing the energy of 
water which is cycled between a lower and upper reser-
voir by pumps which use surplus energy;

• Roof-top systems – a small scale photovoltaic system 
which is capable of providing enough AC electricity to 
power a single home or an isolated device

• Building-integrated systems – commonly used on com-
mercial and/or residential buildings to cater for autono-
mous energy supply, but with a connection to power grid 
to channel surplus energy back to the utility under some 
sort of net metering agreement

• Floating solar – array of solar panels that floats on a body 
of water, typically a lake.

• Dry steam plants – use steam directly from a geothermal 
reservoir to turn generator turbines;

• Flash steam plants – take high-pressure hot water from 
deep inside the earth and convert it to steam to drive 
generator turbines;

• Binary cycle power plants – transfer the heat from geo-
thermal hot water to another liquid. The causes the sec-
ond liquid to turn to steam which is used to drive a gen-
erator turbine.

• Construction & Erection All Risks Insurance
• Delay in Start-Up / Principal’s Advance Loss of Profit
• Project specific Marine Cargo
• Marine Delay in Start-Up

Erection and Construction Risks 

Insurance Solutions.

• Operational Property Damage
• Business Interruption Insurance
• Third Party Liability Insurance
• Terrorism and Political Violence
• Control of Well (Geothermal)
• Pollution Legal Liability

Operational Risks 

• Lack of Solar Irradiation
• Wind Resource Volatility
• Lack of Water for HPP

Weather Risks  

• Manufacturer Warranties
• Surety
• Trade Credit
• Directors & Officers

Financial Risks 



Earthquake
Macroseismic Intensity

Storm
Peak Wind Speed

Hail
Hailstorm Intensity Scale

Meteorological HazardsGeophysical Hazards

Flood
Return Period of Flood Event

Hydrological Hazards

Potential disruption
 to the Power Grid

We offer our services to a variety of stakeholders:

• Contractors / Sub-contractors
• Principals / Project owners
• Operators
• Investors and/or Lenders
• Manufacturers / Suppliers

GrECo Specialty (Energy, Power & Mining Practice) together 
with the team of GrECo Risk Engineering  has developed capa-
bilities to model the risk of natural catastrophes. The model-
ing concept uses spatial analyses to determine natural hazard 
areas which intersect with the power generation resources 
and the power grid. The risk situation is assessed by combin-
ing natural hazard, exposures and the insurance information 
with selected background maps and satellite imagery.

Risk Engineering. 
Catastrophe Risk Modeling. 



Source: Swiss Re

The success of renewable energy operations depends heavily on weather and it’s predictability over a long very period of time. 
With climate change, it becomes more difficult than ever to do so. This is where parametric insurance coverages come into play. 
With our specialized product for wind, sun and water, we can guarantee your revenue stream and provide you with different 
tailor made products according to your project specificities and location. 

Parametric Insurance.

Traditional insurance Parametric solutions

Payment trigger Payment triggered by actual loss of or damage to a physical 
asset.

For example, a fire causing physical damage to your property 
resulting in a physical damage and business interruption loss

Payment triggered by event occurrence exceeding paramet-
ric threshold. 

For example, an earthquake of minimum magnitude of 7.0 
within a defined area

Recovery
Reimbursement of actual loss sustained.

For example, the assessment and claims investigation of actual 
loss sustained due to a fire.

Pre-agreed payment structure based on event parameter or 
index value.

For example, increasing pay-out amounts with increasing 
earthquake magnitude.

Basis risk

Policy conditions, deductibles and exclusions.

Traditional policies often include significant deductibles and 
exclusions, which are an efficient instrument in conventional 
covers to align the interests of the insured and the insurer.

This can however leave the insured party with a significant 
amount of retained risk.

Correlation of chosen index, the pay-out, and the loss sus-
tained.

What is basis risk?
Basis risk is the risk that the trigger index does not perfectly 
correlate with the underlying risk exposure resulting in the 
client suffering a loss but the parametric insurance not being 
triggered.

Whilst basis risk can never be fully eliminated when it comes to 
index based insurance, it can minimized by more sophisticated 
structures such as double trigger events or staggered pay-out 
structures. 

For example, in the case of a tropical cyclone, having a partial 
pay out for lower category storms and progressively increasing 
pay out for stronger storms.

Claims process –                         
loss assessment                     

and payment

Complex and based on loss adjuster assessment.

This can take months to several years depending on the com-
plexity of the loss.

Transparent, predictable, based on a parameter or index, 
quick settlement. 

Pay out can be as quick as within four weeks after the event as 
there is no need for loss adjustment.

The only thing we need to establish or measure is the index we 
are covering. This is typically done by a third party agent – for 
example national weather services.

Term Usually annual 

Multi-year deals while possible are more difficult to structure 
and tend to be less common.

Single or multi-year 

Multi-year deals are common, and possible up to five years.

Structure Standard products and contract wordings; some customization

The level of customization for a traditional indemnity solution 
is usually limited as the insurer will still be working off of a 
standard industry wording.

Customized product with high structuring flexibility.

Parametric wording templates can be shared to provide a basic 
sample. A general “standard” wording does not exist as each 
of the structures will have a uniquely tailored index and pay-
out structure. This is bespoke to each single client’s needs and 
applications and could be a single trigger, multi-trigger etc.

Traditional vs. Parametric Insurance.
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Servicing &                                                                                                                                  
Program                                                                                                                                          
Administration

5 Consulting

Through our focus on the construction, engineering and renewable energy industry 
we understand the specifics of project organizations and the interfaces between proj-
ect owners, contractors, financiers, subcontractors, authorities and operators and can 
help you to safely steer your course.

We advise on risk bearing capacity, on how risks can be allocated and transferred under 
contracts of re-/insurance and what your position under different insurance programs 
should be. Combining access to regional and global specialist insurance markets with 
unique technical expertise will bring you the highest certainty and lowest cost of risk. Our 
insurance solutions are designed to fit client’s long-term risk and insurance philosophy 

We feature a dedicated unit offering services in real world risk management with an 
unconditional focus on results. Assessing risk on site and supporting to keep it under 
control will benefit both a successful completion of the project as well as lowering risk 
transfer costs, effectively saving you money.

Our experienced teams will provide you with daily and reliable servicing. Concise stew-
ardship reports and online access to your claims will respect your time and give you the 
results you need, freeing resources for your core business.

Financing a project without being able to directly influence its execution means that 
there is limited opportunity to intervene once the original setup has been chosen. 
We advise on the appropriateness of insurance covers for your investment or analyze 
existing covers as Lender’s Insurance Advisor. 

Our Services. Your Benefits.

6 Claim  
Advocacy

Not just your typical claims handler. We go the extra mile to ensure that every claim is 
treated in accordance with the local legislation, best industry standard and in a proactive 
and consistent manner. You will receive regular updates, claims reports and statistics. Our 
claims analytics support your management to learn from past experience and mitigate risk.



We are proud to be the Lloyd’s market participant and the only Coverholder in the region with the ability to underwrite Con-
struction and Engineering projects on behalf of Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s.

The delegated authority enables GrECo Specialty to deploy re-/insurance capacity on engineering projects valued up to 150 
million EUR in Austria, Eastern Europe, Russia and CIS. The capacity can be used either on direct basis, where Lloyd’s is per-
mitted to write insurance, or as reinsurance, quota share or excess.

We understand your needs and can offer:

Capacity

Speed

Direct and Facultative

Geography

Substantial Capacity for projects up to 150 million EUR any one risk in respect of Total Insured Values

Speedy placement – 24h for initial quote and 72h for final binding terms including the duly 
signed and executed  insurance/reinsurance certificates

Flexibility – the capacity under the Facility can be used on a following form reinsurance or 
lead terms depending on the client’s preferences

Over 30 countries in Europe, Russia and CIS

Transportation 
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TourismMarineHealthcare

Food  & 
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Energy,
Power & Mining

Construction 
& Real Estate
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GrECo Specialty. Your Added Value.

We meet our clients at eye level and speak their language. 
We act responsibly and always put our clients first and are 
sensitive to the needs of both, their industry and all associ-
ated risks. We fight for your interests with greater passion, 
determination and professionalism than anyone else. 

At GrECo Specialty, we are specializing in chosen industries 
and solutions. Our deep expertise and entrepreneurial cul-
ture give us the authenticity, flexibility and persistency to go 
beyond the routine and deliver tailored results for our clients.
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GrECo Subsidiaries 

Serviced by GrECo

GrECo nova partner brokers

Who we are. 
We have been a privately-owned family business ever since 
the beginning. Our independence is a privilege: we are not 
responsible to stock market analysts or share prices, we are 
only committed to meeting the needs of GrECo target groups. 

About us. 

 90+ 

years experience

 760 
million EUR placed premium

€

 94 
million EUR turnover

 

Our far-reaching network, the pioneering work in Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia as well as the trust placed in us has 
made us the leading insurance brokers and consultants in the 
region. A pole position that we, a family business with strong 
roots in Europe, are particularly proud of.  

What we do.
In our risk and insurance management 
solutions for industry, trade, commerce 
and public sectors, we put the spotlight 
on individuality. GrECo provides optimum 
security for clients’ employee, opera-
tional and financial risks and manages 
these risks at all levels.

Trust and proximity characterise our 
relationships with clients. Coupled with 

Global reach. 

GrECo nova is the global specialist 
insurance broking network which 
provides our clients with decisive 
benefits in all their global ventures. 

nova independence.
Independent advice 
worldwide.  
Ever since its foundation, GrECo 
has been an independent family 
business. This independence has 
been instilled in us – it defines us, 
worldwide. That is why we mostly 
collaborate with leading local 
brokers who are as independent as 
we are and who share our guiding 
principles and self-image. 

nova flex. 
Maximum flexibility 
worldwide.
Wherever you go, we are already 
there. As an independent risk and 
insurance consultant, we are flexi-
ble to individually identify the best 
possible local solutions for our 
clients. Our openness in choos-
ing partners gives you maximum 
flexibility. We not only look for the 
right partner for you, we already 
work with him!

nova value. 
Premium quality 
worldwide.
We not only act responsibly but con-
sider it our responsibility to ensure 
that the local brokers we select 
provide top quality services. This is 
what we demand from them, on 
behalf of our clients, no questions 
asked. For that we have agreed on 
comprehensive service standards 
with our partners. This also means, 
we guarantee GrECo quality world-
wide, wherever you are.

 17 

countries

 960 

employees

Where we are.

 54 

offices

a broad spectrum of specialties and 
expertise, this enable us to precisely 
assess risks and tailor and optimise risk 
and insurance costs for our clients.

In addition to our core business as bro-
kers and consultants for industrial insur-
ances, we are also active as reinsurance 
brokers, risk engineers and developers 
of client-focused software solutions.



Contacts

Zviadi Vardosanidze
Group Practice Leader Energy, Power & Mining
Tel. +43 5 04 04 134 |  Mob. +43 664 962 39 04

z.vardosanidze@greco.services

All rights for this presentation are reserved. The presentation including its sections (all or in part) is protected under 
copyright. The information contained in it is confidential. This presentation and its content may not be used, trans-
lated, distributed, copied or processed by electronic means without the expressed agreement of GrECo Group. 

Distribution to a third party is not permitted. 

GrECo Specialty GmbH
Insurance Brokers and Insurance Consultants

Elmargasse 2-4 | 1190 Vienna | Austria
www.greco.services


